
 
 
 

        RETURN FORM 

 

 
 

Code Product Details Qnty   N° of the reason  
     

     

     

     

 
Reason of Return: 

                                    1-IT LOOKS DIFFERENT TO THE PHOTO 

2-WRONG SIZE 

3- IT HAS ARRIVED TOO LATE 

4- POOR QUALITY / DAMAGED * 

 
 

5- I DON'T LIKE HOW IT FITS 

6-I CHANGE IDEA 

7-I RECEIVED THE WRONG PRODUCT 

8-OTHER (specify the matter) 

 
 
  *Please, specify the matter 
 

 

 
Do you have return the goods? All the products will be refunded and not replaced. Returns are accepted up to 14 days after 
delivery of the order. To make a return you have to follow these steps: 
 

1. Complete this form and indicate the number of the reason for the return. 
2. Insert this form inside the package you wish to return. 
3. Free return at the UPS Access Point closest to you: you can request the return label for free through the UPS tracking 

received with the shipment confirmation. 
4. Request the refund of your return through your Golf'us account in the "RMA" section; the request will be approved in 

48/72 hours after receipt of the package in our warehouse. 
5. Keep the shipping confirmation until the refund process has been completed. (If you take the package to one of our 

stores, you must request a copy of the signed and stamped form). 
 

As an alternative, it is possible to make a free return at one of our sales points. The shipment can be delayed up to 15 working 
days to reach our warehouse. It is mandatory to fill out and insert this form in the package in order to process your return within 
48/72 hours from receipt of the package. For more information, we invite you to read our return policy, in the “FAQ” section; 
“Returns”.

Order number: Name and surname 
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